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OUR VISION
H U N DR EDS OF
BESPOKE OPT ION S

We have researched the options currently offered in the UK for business spaces
and realised that the range could be more versatile.
Our response was to apply our advanced technology we already use building domestic
products and design bespoke modular office and business space units of extraordinary
quality. They had to be affordable, durable, able to hold their resale value, and provide
cropped maintenance & operating cost.

Factory built in UK

A better
PRODUCT
________

A better
CLIENT EXPERIENCE
________

A better
WAY TO
BUILD
________

We?re const ant l y perfecting our
concept of how to build our
business to business range that
would take over from the often
overpriced, poor quality ones, that
are hard to keep warm, expensive
to maintain and have a short
lifespan. Our modular products are
built to pass standard UK building
control regulations, are financially
smart to maintain and due to the
way we build them have the
lifespan of a domestic house.

A simplified process leads to
practical and beautiful business
spaces.
Buil t in half the time of
conventional on-site project, our
premium factory-built units are
better constructed, healthier to
work in and easier to maintain.
During the building process you
won't have to disturb the day to day
running of your business with an
on-site construction project, or take
away time from your work trying to
manage one.

Our end-to-end approach to design
and construction is carried out
interactively, we work with you to
realise the units your business
needs.
We?re committed to reducing stress
and risk by streamlining the
building process, always being
transparent about pricing, timing
and providing a quality team who
are here for you every step of the
way.

the breeze
HAIR AND BEAUTY PARLOR

RELOCATE?
All our units come on a solid steal
chassis, and are delivered fully finished.
If you ever wish to relocate your
business you can take your premises
with you!

RELAX - IT'S like CEDAR
CLADDING
Our WPC (wood plastic
composite) cedar effect
external cladding isn't just
beautiful, but a 100% and
maintenance free.

Floor plans and sizes are bespoke. Extensions to existing premises are also available.

the breeze
HAIR AND BEAUTY PARLOR
some like it
HIGH

1-2

10'
sloped
ceilings

UNITS

1-2 days
ON-SITE FITTING

Customized
designs

OUR FRIENDS
We work with a number
of kitchen and bathroom
companies, tile and
flooring manufacturers,
interior designers,
beauty industry and
office furniture suppliers
to be able to provide you
with a wide selection of
interiors. Whatever your
style...

ANY SIZE, ANY LAYOUT!
Since all our units are unique and custom made you won't have to make your work life
fit round your premises, it will be the other way round. Tell us what size and layout is
required, pick your inside and outside finishes and together we can design your new hq
based on your ideas! Customise, don't compromise!

versatile BUSINESS SPACES

IS IT SOMETHING ELSE YOU
NEED?
Office units and conference
rooms, shop units, daycare
classrooms, fishing lodges and
one bedroom staff apartments
are also available withing our
range.

Daycare unit

Office and
conference rooms

Farm shop
Beauty parlour

Fishing lodge

Hair saloon
Florist workshop and floor space
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